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SpamStopsHere blocks spam, phishing scams and email viruses in the Cloud before
they can harm your business. It blocks 99.5% of spam with zero-hour malware
protection and delivers 99.999% of legitimate email. 24/7 live support is included.

Email Security with No Tuning Required

Proprietary multi-layer filtering maximizes spam and virus detection and
minimizes false positives better than typical Bayesian Heuristic antispam.

Business Protection and Fast ROI

Redirect scarce IT resources. SpamStopsHere does not require custom tuning
or a learning period. Spend less time constantly searching your quarantine for
missing email.

“... spam simply stopped”

Scott Clark, BuzzMaven Labs

Seamless Integration

SpamStopsHere integrates seamlessly with
Greenview Data's hosted email services and all other
leading email hosts, both hardware and cloud-based. Use it as
an Office 365 or Exchange spam filter.

Configurations

All editions are easy to setup, require little maintaintence and no tuning. They work seamlessly with almost
any hardware or cloud-based mail server, and come
with our legendary unlimited 24/7/365 live support.

Prevents Lost Email

Our exclusive Store and Forward 5-day automatic email recovery
prevents lost email during disasters and other downtime.

Standard Edition includes our exclusive multilayered spam filtering engine, zero-hour attachment
malware filtering, and our Store and Forward 5-day
email spool to prevent lost email during server outages.

Stops Dangerous Phishing Scams

Business Edition adds email anti-virus scanning

SpamStopsHere is exceptionally good at detecting and blocking
phishing attacks (one of the most dangerous forms of spam), which is
critical to protecting your business.

Multi-Layered Spam Filters

Our proprietary multi-layered engine blocks spam primarily based
on its content (links to dangerous sites, complex phrases and
patterns), not where it came from. It simply blocks more spam and
delivers more good email.

and TLS encryption.

Professional Edition adds a quarantine and

multiple mailserver support

Enterprise Edition adds outbound filtering to
help protect your business reputation.

Contact us anytime.

We’re always here. 24/7/365.
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